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Impacts of Globalization: Educational Reforms Shifts African Americans into a
Recurrent Devalued Socioeconomic Era
By: Jacqulyn Washington

This article delves into the many variables that are significant to the success of African Americans in the global
city, Chicago, IL. Upon this study, the intent is to create possible policy ideas that will help, not only, build
the communities in Chicago, but also create success and wealth for the African American community in
Chicago. With these policy proposals, if applied and successful in Chicago, the idea is for these policies to
become well-fit and applied transnationally. We focus on how globalization has an effect on urban centers
such as Chicago and contributes to the success of minorities. Although in the past, globalization has helped
decrease inequality in underdeveloped countries, lately equality has taken a shift in both developed and
underdeveloped countries. To help grasp a greater concept on the impact of globalization, we measure
education as an indicator of success and education towards underserved poor and African American students
in elementary and high school at Chicago Public Schools (CPS). Within the data, we detected that a lack of
resources has been a continuous blockage to the success of young African American students, hence preventing
them to further higher education and gain high wage employment. Later, we observe Multinational
Corporations in Chicago, since they have a global position, and identify how they can better assist CPS
students, which perform at a level 2 (performing well but not well enough), so they can have the opportunity
to equivalent professional training.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
In Chicago, when I was young, I only knew that
people frequently visited Chicago during special
holidays, especially Thanksgiving and Christmas.
However, during every child's development process,
there comes a moment in life where the child becomes
more aware and question almost everything.
'How am I where I am today?'
Born June 15, 1994, at West Suburban Hospital in
Chicago, IL, I was brought up into a predominantly
black neighborhood, where many considered it as a
poor community, or the "hood" (Wacquant, Wilson,
1989). But as a child, I didn't view my neighborhood
as the "hood" mainly because as a kid I was not fully
aware and I didn't feel like I needed to be. When I
watched my parents, I witnessed them take on fear
and negativity, audaciously, so I was unbothered.
Nevertheless, as I grew older I started to watch the
system fail black men in Chicago over and over again,
my dad being one of them, and while leaving black
women to raise a child on their own. This, eventually,
became detrimental and traumatizing.
I didn't become fully aware of our community being
decentralized and devaluated until college. Both
Undergraduate and Graduate school presented me
with two very distinctive experiences. Both teaching
me and many other minorities and/or underprivileged
students the disadvantages we've had our entire life.
My undergraduate university was an HBCU
(Historically Black College/University). So, when I
went to graduate school, I realized I had had very little
interaction with people who weren't of African

descent. For this reason, I became terrified. I was
afraid to communicate, react, and had constant
thoughts of negative affirmations of whether or not I
even belonged among people who weren't black.
From time to time, I wondered whether my persona,
my behavior would live up to the stereotypes of being
identified as "hood". For the most part, I was wrong.
I didn't want my story to negatively identify me so I
closed myself off from telling my story because I
didn’t want self-doubt and criticism to define me. But,
not doing so hurt me emotionally and mentally.
Growing up black in Chicago, it seemed as if selfhatred was instilled in you. So instead of becoming
competitive with the world, internally, we allowed
our hatred to become competitive against each other.
African American children and adults would harshly
criticize one another and marginalized each other as
if one really had more than the other. But
unknowingly, they kept marginalizing each other for
their deviant behavior which wasn't profitable. At
times, our education system would trivialize African
Americans intelligence. Students were told that they
weren't capable of succeeding at a prestigious
university and what was considered a safe zone, not
only for students but for teachers as well, eventually
became permanently closed. I started to view this as
a form of polarization.
In the city of Chicago, we watched the state
government permanently close over 100 public
schools, leaving students in the poor community out
of school, not having an opportunity to become their
personal

human

capital

and

teachers

being

unemployed. This all led me to wonder, how can
people of color, in Chicago, depolarize themselves

8

into viewing each other as profitable assets and

Design of Study

restructuring the city as a global city?

While formulating an analysis for this study, one need

Later, I discovered the importance of this research

to narrow in on Chicago from a global city

was to focus primarily on Chicago as a global city.

perspective. The objective is to discover the key

The objective was to identify the global disparities

indicators as location, African Americans, poverty

that affected Chicago. While identifying the

status, and then later view the performance of high

disparities, I initially aimed to focus on black and

schools and elementary schools within these districts

white people as the main actors to gather a contrastive

to identify the significance and how it transitions to

analysis. However, this research took a shift when I

the effects of professional training.

discovered that inequality was implanted through the

Being built on the foundation of the World Society

globalization of global institutions that have much

Theory, sociologist John Meyer, theorize that

influence on the restrictions of socioeconomics. After

globalization and transnationalism shape the identity,

learning about how educational reforms affected

behavior, and structure of individuals, organizations,

minorities adversely, I now aim to portray African

and nation-states around the world, thus having a

American people, in Chicago, as fearless beings who

great influence on society. While distinguishing what

can reap the benefits of a global city without

is

experiencing any downfalls, gentrification or social

transnationalism, we then measure the major

stratification if the local government were to create

indicators in this study. In doing so, we understand

certain socioeconomic policies that would better the

what is important. First, we further our research on

success of African Americans. In addition, this study

scholarly articles surrounding key topics, such as

demonstrates the three drivers of globalization that

globalization, localization, global cities, education,

has played a significant role in the advancement of

national

African

1)

corporations, local government, and global capital.

Multinational Corporations (MNCs), 2) Education

With the knowledge of this literature, it will assist in

Reforms, and 3) Global Capital. These drivers have

narrowing our focus on specific aspects in Chicago.

restructured the city into a continuous cycle of

Second, after understanding that there are trends of

oppression and forced African Americans into a

economic activities that transcends on a metropolitan

polarized and informalized socioeconomic economy

level (Chicago), national, and global level, these

in the City of Chicago.

trends have all called demand for "new forms of

Problem Formulation

territorial centralization of top-level management and

What impact does globalization have on the success

control operations" (Sassen, 2000). So, regardless of

of African Americans in the global city, Chicago?

the success or failure of globalization, it is implied

Americans.

These

drivers

are,

already

known

education

about

globalization

reforms,

and

multinational

that globalization will have both a domestic and
international effect on the city of Chicago with
continuous trends of a need for highly specialized
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management. For that reason, in this study, we
identified one of the top performing industries in

CHAPTER 2

Illinois as the Manufacturing Industry. Later, in our

Globalization

findings, we analyze the National Association of

Globalization is a transnational term that links social,

Manufacturers and focus on the state of Illinois to

political,

gather facts on the total manufacturing output and

globalization is defined as business operations

manufacturing employment. Next, this data brings

transpiring on an international scale. However, the

together a new dynamic of understanding the

literature on globalization has proven that these

Manufacturing Industry itself. This information is

operations have ascended to a level of evolution with

pulled from IBIS World. On IBIS World, it informs

an austerity effect on the society, especially the lower

us of the key success factors, barriers to entry, and the

class. Globalization, initially, buying and selling

level of globalization the Manufacturing Industry is

goods and services across borders, emerged from

characterized by.

being a significant addition to the economy by

Thirdly, since Chicago is a vital node of Illinois, the

supplementing a balance between underdeveloped

data gathered led us to analyze Chicago Public

countries and developing/ or developed countries, to

Schools (CPS). In fact, PolicyMap and Social

being proven ineffective. Stiglitz, an American

Explorer were two data techniques that were used to

economist,

pinpoint the school districts with the least performing

globalization have been, if anything, even more

test scores. To illustrate, we observe whether these

unbalanced. […] A growing divide between the haves

low performing schools are located in poverty and if

and the have-nots has left increasing numbers in the

these areas of poverty are demographically 50% or

Third World in dire poverty, living on less than a

more of African Americans. To clarify, this study will

dollar

allow us to further investigate the number of

transitioned from creating equality to forcing

resources that these school districts are given.

inequality, which eventually developed a strain across

However, not having access to the trail of resources

national boundaries. Ultimately, globalization has

partially complicates this study. So, in return, we

shaped institutions, people, nations, and societies.

view CPS Operating Budget and the Annual Report

Through the long wait for uniformity, people begin to

of Collection Remitted to the State Comptroller for

become extremely desperate, causing them to act out

fiscal years 2015, 2016, and 2017. Moreover, by

in a violent, deviant way.

providing a glimpse of the condition of the economy

People were fed up with the disparities amongst the

for both Individual and Corporate income taxed, then

“haves” and the “have-nots”. They wanted to be the

we will have the ability to propose solutions toward

ones who had. These people needed a sense of

employing minority youth in Chicago with more

belonging without feeling displaced in society (Boer

resources to become competitive in this global city.

2015). So, they initiated illegal economic activities to

a

and

economic

uttered,

day”

“But

(Stiglitz

issues.

the

2003).

To

begin,

proponents

of

Globalization

be a part of the society that does not live on “less than

10

a dollar a day". These activities ranged from sex

Localization of global cities has contributed to

trafficking, organ trade, terror financing, and drug

“increased systematic oppression” (Sassen). This has

dealing.

"Deviant

dismantled families and made economic stability a

Globalization"(Gilman; Weber; Goldhammer; 2011).

formidable challenge. Sassen phrases localization

At the moment, being deviant was opposing what was

through economic restructuring and informalization

already incorporated, which was globalization, so

(Sassen 2000). Economic Restructuring, which is also

instead of playing by the rules, some plays against

labeled as a demographic transition, is the "socio-

them. Therefore, being deviant was where things took

economic polarization that has generated large

a tremendous turn for globalization. Although

growth in the demand for low wage workers and jobs

transnationalism was expanded amongst countries,

that offer few advancement possibilities" (Sassen

causing a surplus of people being oppressed through

2000). She explains that economic restructuring

economic restructuring, regardless, people's deviant

allows for the expansion of low wage jobs, however,

behavior was morally wrong. It forced people into

people are restrained from developing in those

slavery, torture, abuse, eventually being inducted into

positions because those positions don't allow growth.

mass genocides and global displacement, initiating an

Then, she informs us on informalization as

influx of refugees, which in consequence, continues

deregulation that strips away regulations, while

and escalates inequality.

introducing the community as an important economic

World Society Theory and Localization

space to value.

Earlier, briefly mentioned was how transnationalism

Global Cities

was expanded amongst countries. Connie McNeely

Saskia Sassen conveys global cities as hegemonic

shares Sociologist, John Meyer thoughts regarding

cities. In Global Cities, Sassen elaborates the

the World Society Theory as a "transnational

discourse of polarization through a "new socio-spatial

interaction and global social change that emphasizes

order" which is inducted through three elements, 1)

the importance of global institutions and culture in

Spatial organization of the urban economy, 2)

shaping the structure and behavior of individuals,

Structures

organizations, and nation-states around the world"

Organization of the labor process. Due to this new

(McNeely 2012). This theory creates a platform that

socio-spatial order, it has created a hierarchical

enables our developed society to understand that

society, maintained certain structures to keep

power within global institutions builds a transnational

inequality afloat, and held a great control over labor

effect where these institutions are localized, meaning

through private corporations. Now, over time, with

that each global institution creates an influence that

the proliferation of socio-spatial polarization, there

could either better society for all people or create

has been a downfall in the development of socio-

more issues within, that will transcend across borders

economics for global cities. Let’s take London for

or global cities.

instance.

This

is

referred

to

as

for

social

reproduction,
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and

3)

In London, a global city, social reproduction has

incomes rise to unusually high levels while low – or

transpired, causing what has been classified as

medium – skilled workers see theirs sink" (Sassen

“Urban Redevelopment” to “Urban Renewal”. Urban

2000). According to National Association of

Renewal disempowers certain ethnic groups forcing

Manufacturers (NAM), Illinois has been one of the

the middle and lower-class people to be “devalorized”

major manufacturing centers, Chicago as a downtown

or diminished. This renewal is shown through

major city has suffered enormously with this

microaggression within education. There have been

immersion in terms of the allocation of resources

two forms of Microagression, 1) Indirect and 2)

through employment and compensation. While the

Direct (Lipman 2003). Indirectly, in London, it was

output remains fairly high for both total gross and

immediately understood that higher education

number of firms in Illinois, the total number of

institutions could provide all people with many

employment remains significantly low, while those

beneficial opportunities which could ultimately help

employed are earning a proficient income (NAM).

the economy. However, this process became

Meanwhile, the key success factors to remain in

extremely selective with only aiming to place elites

business or obtain employment are also set for its own

within the best higher institutions (Modood 1993).

high standards (IBISWorld). This portion is later

Furthermore, this selective process extended towards

explained in further detail beneath the Findings

the choice of occupation and higher wages.

section and it delves into the polarization of equality.

Regrettably, this process exacerbated disparities

Education

among minorities, especially African Americans.
This has created an endless, “devalorizing” trend of
discourse where it has promoted unequal geographic
distribution of educational resources continuously.
In Chicago, a global city, there has also been a
proliferation of socio-spatial polarization amongst the
middle and lower-class people. These people are
continuously devalorized on an annual base. Sassen
argues,

"Global

cities

accumulate

immense

concentrations of economic power while cities that
were once major manufacturing centers suffer
inordinate declines; the downtowns of cities and
business centers in metropolitan areas receive
massive

investments

in

real

estate

and

telecommunications while low income urban and
metropolitan areas are starved for resources; highly
educated workers in the corporate sector see their

In Making the Global City, Making Inequality: The
Political Economy and Cultural Politics of Chicago
School

Policy,

Pauline

Lipman

argues,

“Deindustrialization, White flight, fiscal crises of the
state, and policies of racial segregation and
abandonment over the past twenty-five years have left
inner cities and urban schools underfunded and in
decay.

However,

economic

restructuring

and

globalization have led to selective reinvestment and
reinvigoration of urban areas” (Lipman 2002).
Lipman noticed the effect globalization was having
on the educational system in Chicago. More recent,
while examining London and New York, Lorette Lees
identified that these global cities have become “the
focus of intense investment and conspicuous
consumption” (Lees 2003) due to wealthier people
from these global corporations coming into the cities,
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increasing neighborhood property values, thus

consequence, while his new policy was being

shifting the image and policies of the cities, policies

processed. Nevertheless, some schools weren't able to

that eventually would affect public education.

fulfill the qualifications in time, resulting in public

National Educational Reforms

schools being shut down. Especially, in Chicago,

In 1965, President Lyndon B. Johnson established
The Education and Secondary Education Act
(ESEA).

He created this act to help bridge the

achievement gap for poor and minorities students in
K -12 (U.S. Department of Education). In this reform,
it was included that the Federal Government provided
these schools with Federal Funds for K - 12. In year 1
of this act's establishment, the states and the public
schools of minorities and poor people were given $1
billion (Title 1 Funding). Despite, the amount of
money given, it still didn't help bridge the gap. In
2002, President Bush felt it was necessary to make
modifications to the reform thus creating, No Child
Left Behind (NCLB), illustrating that education was
no longer seen as being internationally competitive.
Nonetheless, Bush's Administration made a decision
to hold each state's schools responsible for academic
performance, without considering the resources each
school had or whether or not the school or state was
underfunded. The policy forced each state in America
to reach the same proficiency level through
standardized testing regardless of the outside factors
that made it nearly or completely impossible to fulfill
this goal. If schools decided not to comply,
consequently, they would lose their Title 1 funding.
No Child Left Behind inserted a deadline for negligent
performing schools, that if they didn't meet the
proficiency level, consistently, the schools would be
shut down in year 2013/2014. However, in 2012 when
President Obama was elected for a second term, he
made an attempt to put a temporary halt on the

where over 100 schools were permanently closed,
displacing thousands of poor students (EdWeek,
2015). Within NCLB, President Bush's idea of
closing the schools had the intention of putting them
at high performing schools, not considering the
displacement considerations of adjusting to the
school, current students adjusting to larger classes,
underfunding,

highly

qualified

teachers,

and

transportation for students who weren't able to afford
to cross neighbors that weren't walking distance. At
the time, some may have seen the alterations as
needed but, without delay, data has proven that the
schools that added the displaced students begin to
perform increasingly lower (Data.gov).
In 2015, Every Student Succeeds Act (ESSA) was
enacted through President Obama's Administration.
Continuing with the original mission of The
Education and Secondary Education Act, 'to help
bridge the achievement gap for poor and minorities
students in K - 12', ESSA aim was also to prep every
student for higher education and careers passed high
school. This act enables the idea that every student
will be able to compete on a competitive level
internationally

by

incorporating

the

skills,

knowledge, and attitude needed to achieve high
performing standards while also meeting the
proficiency. Through this act, students will be able to
focus more on their future then presently. In light of
ESSA, ESSA gets rid of the notion that if you don't
meet the proficiency level, the school will be close,
teachers will lose their jobs, and students will be
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forced to find another school. At the same time, it still

government has been deciphering the Tax 1 Funding

holds a layout of consequences in place to push the

to a minimum.

continued efforts of making sure that every minority

As long as the funding for public education is

and poor child have an equal opportunity to further

decreased and or/ distributed unequally or unfairly,

their education to eventually qualify for positions,

poor children and minorities chances of getting a

such as managerial positions, at Multinational

position within a Multinational Corporation will be

Corporations.

limited and succeeding or gaining the role of a global

National Educational Reforms and

manager would be extremely challenging or voided if

Multinational Corporations
Over time, a person ultimately becomes dispensable
if the qualities needed for the position are no longer
in that person's possession. For example, if a more
qualified person becomes more valuable because they
are highly skilled, then MNCs will view them as no
longer qualified to maintain that position and salary.
However, many have misconstrued the power MNCs
possess. MNCs are the gatekeepers to furthering the
success of minorities (Global Financial Integrity,
2017). They have the power to create qualifying job
opportunities and expand the level of knowledge onto
less fortunate people who are willing and able to learn
the material needed to fulfil the job requirements so
these people can afford opportunities that would shift
inequality to equalize housing, education, healthcare,
retirement plans, and any other future establishments
needed. In Global Managers: Qualities for Effective
Competition, Professors Ali and Camp identifies that
"MNCs must develop people who can successfully
design and implement strategies, utilize resources,
ideas, technologies, and effectively process and

not adequately prepped. Professor Martin Carnoy and
Dr. Diana Rhoten argue how education has been
impacted by the shifting of funding, "most
governments are under pressure to reduce the growth
of public spending on education and to find other
sources of funding for the expected expansion of their
educational

system.

[…]

Governments

are

simultaneously under pressure to increase the average
level of education in the labor force. This translate
into pressure to increase the average level of
education in the labor force. The payoff to higher
levels of education is rising worldwide as a result of
the shifts of economic production to knowledgeintensive products and processes, as well as because
governments implement policies that increase income
inequality" (Carnoy, Rhoten, 2002). This only further
indicates the power and influence on Multinational
Corporations and suggests that each geographical
space mark is a new form of regulation which benefits
the MNCs. Under those circumstances, it results into
transformations of Educational Reforms, Neoliberal
Trade, and Investment through Translocal Politics.

integrate information in a global context" (Black et al,

Translocal Politics

1992). More recently, this has changed the dynamics

Translocal Politics can be well-defined as the

in who upholds these qualities being that the

emergent of tactical locations for transnational
politics. To put it differently, Translocal Politics are
reforms that are used locally and can transpire on a
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global level. A point that is often overlooked that

Multinational Corporations and Local

Sassen explicitly remarks is that, "Foreign firms and

Governments

international business people have increasingly been
entitled to do business in whatever country and city
they chose - entitled by new legal regimes, by the new
economic

culture,

and

through

progressive

deregulation of national economies" (Sassen, 1994).
Notably, states must be in coerce with MNCs to
prevent states from being indicted so, in the event that
an MNC is looking toward opening a location in
another state, then certain priorities and adjustments
must be regulated before implementation, for the state
would be held accountable for the actions of MNCs.
It is the state's responsibility to mitigate any
externalities exhibited by MNCs that may cause
disruption amongst the citizens of the state.
Reflecting back to earlier in this article, Sassen
deliberated on the structure of a "new socio-spatial
order" which was organized by the hindrance of the
order of labor through the reproduction of educational
reforms that were polarized by MNCs. Between State
and MNCs, they both assimilated enough power to
formulate a tax policy. This policy inherent MNCs an
opaque ability to work around the policy which was
instituted by the state to allow new alternatives
funding to the state's disadvantage Public Schools. In
consequence, Multinational Corporations pulled
away from the funding that was used directly for
funding the public education system, hence excluding
minorities and poor students from maximizing their
educational experience.

When one focuses on how MNCs can influence
global cities or cities in general, two questions to be
understood, 1) What type of influence do MNCs have
on urban centers and 2), how do MNCs position the
country as an important global player or, another way
we can think of this is, 'how have U.S. cities "local
government" help MNCs global repositioning?'. So,
focusing on this previous question alone, we identify
what is needed of the local government in order for
the country to meet its global requirements.
U.S. cities local government has helped position the
country as an important global player by establishing
Sustainable Development Goals (SDG). SDG has
been established by the United Nations to enforce the
creation and continuance of international order.
Within these goals, local governments are responsible
for preserving their state to ensure overall global
success.

Local

governments

have

guaranteed

preservation by incorporating the Global Action
Programme (GAP) on Education for Sustainable
Development (ESD). GAP on ESD allows for each
state to be held responsible for the achievement and
quality

of

(UNESCO

education
2018).

without

Their

discrimination

mission

states

two

objectives, "1) Reorienting education and learning so
that everyone has the opportunity to acquire the
knowledge, skills, values, and attitudes that empower
them to contribute to a sustainable future, and 2)
Strengthening education and learning in all agendas,
programmes, and activities that promote sustainable
development" (UNESCO 2018). Still, GAP on ESD
has been slightly more difficult to implement since
there are many players that affect the outcome of
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GAP on ESD, such as MNCs. When sustainable

conspicuous consumption" (Lees 2003). Due to

actions towards the development of the community

wealthier people from these global corporations

are implemented by MNCs, the country benefits.

moving into the cities, working with the state to

When small actions are widely adopted, it makes a big

invent

change, especially activities within education being a

neighborhood property values, shifting the image and

viable action, because it promotes sustainable

policies of the cities, created a devalued socio-

development through preparation for professional

economy, proliferating socio-economic opportunities

training.

for elites.

fluctuating

Global Capital and Social Transformations

policies,

thus

increasing

CHAPTER 3

Global capital interlinks multidisciplinary economic
factors that are a source of capital flowing. These

According to Corporate Responsibility Coalitions:

factors range from tax, policy, management, and

The Past, Present, and Future of Alliances for

labor. In The Effects of Taxation on Capital

Sustainable Capitalism it notes that "Over the past 30

Formation and Allocation, Lyon and Silverstein

years, measurable progress has been made by

provide a depth analysis of how international tax rules

thousands of individual companies to embed more

and investment has affected the decisions developed

responsible and sustainable practices into their core

by multinational firms. As mentioned, multinational

business operations and value chains. An estimated

firms gain a great percentage of influence over tax

4,000 companies now produce annual sustainability

policies, corporate policies, management, and labor.

or corporate responsibility reports, providing public

This great amount of responsibility was given to the

disclosure of their non-financial performance"

multinational corporations for a competitive global

(Grayson-Nelson 2013). In spite of MNCs attempt to

advantage which, in return, seem to affect the urban

illustrate their contribution to their community by

communities.

enforcing

Within the literature surrounding Urban Studies, it

Responsibility" (CSR), which have enabled them to

outlines the social transformation amongst income

innovate products or services that are less detrimental

and occupational structures (Bawn 1998). It identifies

to the population, their actual performance have not

the disparities and pinpoints where the division lies

mitigated

from city to city, as well as, the emergence of cities

community, especially in global cities such as

as global cities. Within underdeveloped and

Chicago (which we will learn more about later) where

developing cities, Global Capital has initiated global

there are a variety of MNCs with great influence over

repositioning by imposing policies that allow growth

tax reforms and "Transnationalization of Labor".

and exclusion. Ultimately establishing a new identity.

Multinational Corporations developed CSR to keep

Loretta Lees examines global cities, London and New

the company on track with attaining social goals to

York and explains, how these two global cities have

reduce the rising population, poverty, and inequality

become "the focus of intense investment and

as well as ensuring that their company does not get

regulation

the

"Corporate

social-economic

gap

Social

on

their
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executed by the public. Yet, afraid CSR would be

with the same high-level skill sets to keep themselves

MNCs demise, these corps. apply very minimum

at a competitive level in comparison to other

effort into ensuring the communities development

companies instead of in comparison to other

and maximum effort into maintaining a powerful

developing countries, where they should aim to keep

global status. (Nelson-Grayson, 2013). At the same

the country at a competitive rate by incorporating the

time, another issue seems to rise in favor of MNCs

success of each local community.

than in favor of the community. As stated previously,

To

tax reforms and "Transnationalization of Labor" has

Transnationalization of Labor, in the meantime, it is

been

imperative to elaborate on the background of

influenced

explicitly

by

Multinational

better

deepen

your

understanding

of

Corporations.

transnational managers, who are referred to as

Multinational Corporations and

transnational managerial elites. These elites are

Transnationalization of Labor
Now, after learning of how part of U.S. local
governments have aimed toward meeting the
country's global goal through SDG, MNCs influence
on "Transnationalization of Labor" has created a shift
within Domestic and Foreign companies to opt out
over time by developing an economic advantage
through making better use of their resources by hiring
outside of their borders. Instead of hiring locally for
positions such as managerial positions, which gives
locals the opportunity to build up their community,
MNCs have taken on hires who come at a lower cost

nomadic workers that move from coast to coast,
country to country. The effect they have on each
country is tremendous. These managerial elites
assimilate wealthy amounts of income than, they
purchase homes within each border and exceeds the
rent to an unaffordable level that causes gentrification
to afloat, pushing people, not only, out of their homes
but also getting rid of the traditional workers (people
who previously held their current managerial
positions to be able to afford sustainable living
conditions) because they don't hold the skill set that is
needed to maintain their position. These people no
longer were invincible, they were dispensable.

CHAPTER 4
Manufacturing Firms
The number of Manufacturing firms in Illinois as of

economy by $60.31 billion in manufactured goods

2015 accounts for 12,453 firms. As of 2017, the total

exports as of 2017 (NAM).

gross output from these manufactures averages
$103.75 billion. Yet, there are only about 575 people
employed that makes up all 12,453 firms, making a
salary range of $53,679 - $85,087. As a matter of fact,
Illinois' Manufacturers have helped drive the US
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Illinois’s Manufactured Goods Exports, in Billions of Dollars

hand, 4) Having a high profile in the market, and 5)
Experienced workforce (well-trained staff). To
emphasize that these are the key factors for the
manufacturing industry to succeed, these factors also
indicate the type of skills that are needed to be
considered for employment. Skills that many may
obtain from a higher institution or resourceful
education experience.

Source: National Association of Manufacturers (2000-2017)

Chicago Public Schools

Within that same year, National Association of

Here, we analyze key indicators that identify the

Manufacturers

correlation

also

reported

that

through

between

demographics

and

manufacturers partnership with the Free Trade

socioeconomics. To be more specific, we focus on

Association (FTA) they were able to gain $34.25

linking location of African Americans with Chicago

billion in exports, this in return helps to create jobs.

Public Schools and the success rate of those schools

Regrettably, since the manufacturing industry is

from years 2013-2017. During this process, we have

classified as a high increased level of globalization

been able to identify 1) The location of the Chicago

(IBISWorld) this has made it difficult for local

Public Schools who have rated successfully, and 2)

citizens to gather employment domestically.

The location of the Chicago Public Schools that have

Creating new opportunities would have a tremendous

been rated poorly. Along with this data, we noticed

effect on the local community, however, these

that most of the highly ranked schools are located

opportunities tend to get misconstrued when they lack

outside of the predominately black neighborhoods

growth on a human development level as well as

(Figure 1), while most poorly rated schools are

higher wages. IBIS World illustrates the proliferation

located

of socioeconomic development through domestic

neighborhoods (Figure 2). While taken a closer look

producers of capital intensive. In the event that

at the schools that were highly rated, we were able to

domestic producers want to hire local talent, the price

identify a cluster of schools which was located within

of labor would be increasingly higher compared to

the black community. This was very interesting. So

goods produced elsewhere and low-skilled wages. In

we dove into this cluster a bit more and discovered

general, domestic labor will continue to be at its

that that cluster of schools is magnet schools.

lowest, not only due to labor cost but to the key

Look at Figure 1. Figure 1 displays the city of

success factors that would allow for talent from

Chicago. Within the City of Chicago, the city is

Chicago an opportunity to emerge at these

broken up by Chicago Public School District with

manufacturing firms. These key factors are 1) Ability

borders, however, the borders do not allow one to

to quickly adopt new technology, 2) Guaranteed

identify the name of each district, it classifies it all

supply of key inputs, 3) Ability to control stock on

under 1 name, Chicago Public School District 299,

within

the

predominately

black
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although

there

are
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districts

(CPS.EDU).

rating lowest test score and 10 rating highest test

Nevertheless, the darker shade represents the

score. Yet, this map only allowed a break up of 1-2,

percentage of black people that reside in that area,

3-4, 5-6, and 7-8. The map below demonstrates the

which has been set to filter the map if more than 50%

highest test score of 7-8. As you can see in Figure 1,

of the area is demographically black. Now, the bullet

the highest performing schools have outside of the

points scattered throughout the map indicates the

borders of predominately black neighborhoods in the

public schools' ratings. In PolicyMap, one is given a

City of Chicago.

set of options to filter the School Performance by, 0
Figure 1:

Source: PolicyMap

Next, let’s take a look at Figure 2. Figure 2 demonstrates the lowest test score of 1-2. Regrettably, there are a great
number of low test performance within these black communities.
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Figure 2:

Source: PolicyMap

Figure 3 demonstrates the cluster of schools in one area signifying the magnet schools that perform at a rating of
5-6 in black communities. These schools provide special programs for their students.
Figure 3:

Source: PolicyMap

This information above is useful to this study because it provides a relevant overview of the performance of Chicago
Public Schools in predominately black neighborhoods which the schools are also predominately black as indicated
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in depth from the Chicago Public Schools Database. In addition to this information relevancy, it also helps to see
how education transpires to one's success.

“Investments in more able workers at any age
generate higher returns than investments in less
able workers, and ability is formed at early ages”
~WorldBank
Resources
Focusing on resources provided to Chicago Public Schools, we shift our attention to cost. For this upcoming fiscal
year (2018), it is observed that the operating budget for almost 400,000
students is set at $5.98 billion. After reviewing the Annual Report of
Collection Remitted to the State Comptroller for fiscal years 2015, 2016, and
2017, I particularly took an interest in the Income Taxes collected for the
State of Illinois from Individual Income Taxes and Corporate Income Taxes.
In comparison, Corporate Income Taxes are significantly lower than
Source: Chicago Public Schools

Individual Income Taxes as shown below.
Source: Illinois Department of Revenue

Each year Taxes are decreased for
both Individual and Corporate Income Tax, on the condition of the reflection of the economy, it is a given to see a
change in income taxed. Yet, for Corporate Income Tax, it is a hefty difference. To rescind a bit, States are taxed
for the sole purpose of the people of the state. Part of the states operating budget for public education, as seen in
the previous diagram, exemplifies part of states allocated taxes, for as elaborated from the State's Comptroller,
education is funded 22.2 percent of state's overall taxes collected. Regardless, with a decrease in taxes, it limits the
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number of funds distributed to Public Schools. This is very critical for Multinational Corporations especially, for
investing in local training, which is a long-term investment and creates less disturbance, helps improves the socioeconomic environment, by employing youth with the resources needed, MNCs would be generating a pool of assets,
better known as human capital, who will later be prepared for entrance into higher education, workforce, or any
other profession that is chosen.

What are the MNCs doing?
There are four Multinational Corporations in Chicago that this study focuses on. These four corporations are PWC,
Accenture, Deloitte, and Boeing, which were chosen based on their global positioning as an important global player
and their existing dedication to bridging the equality gap. The idea of choosing these corporations is to demonstrate
how these MNCs have or/ can contribute to
CSR in Chicago and benefit CPSs.
First, PWC, an audit and assurance, tax and
consulting

company,

has

incorporated

a

program titled: Closing the Opportunity Gap:
Responsible Leadership. This program partners

“Inequality is not just a social
issue, it is a business issue.
Businesses cannot meet its
potential where communities are
failing”
~PWC

with the schools to provide them with a curriculum on financial literacy. In this curriculum, they build a
commitment directly to underserved students to better improve their likeliness of succeeding. Through this
curriculum, PWC feels that they are incorporating to Corporate Social Responsibility for their community. At PWC,
they have built a great program where the company gets involved with working directly with the students on realworld case problems. Through these programs, they assign each student a role of leadership, which helps build that
student confidence and give them an experience that they can carry with them to and through college or professional
training. The only issue with this is that this program is not incorporated in the City of Chicago. Nevertheless, with
this program already in existing and making an impact on other cities such as New York and California, it still has
an opportunity to make a direct impact on the public schools within Chicago.
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Then, Accenture, a global management consulting and professional services firm aim to achieve CSR by
incorporating training to the youth to thrive in a digital economy. As illustrated through Accenture, they have
partnered with several elementary and high schools across the globe to bring equality to the underserved
community, however, their partnership with Chicago Public Schools seem to lack. Programs like The Summer
Immersion targets high school seniors, which makes it difficult to train younger students who are not in process of
going into vocational training or higher education is restricted to.
Deloitte, a Big Four Accounting firm, does not have a direct commitment to the local community. Deloitte has
discovered a way to promote social change and environmental sustainability by working with different
organizations and governments to provide them with the best solutions. Nevertheless, their impact in Chicago is
non-exist.
Boeing, designs, sells and manufactures airplanes, missiles, rockets, and more. Boeing has partnered with many K12 grade students to create a new generation of innovators. In addition to their partnership with these students, they
have also linked with selected universities to provide assistance for real-world case studies. Yet, with their
cooperation with these students, Boeings involvement does not spread throughout the city of Chicago.
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CHAPTER 5
Policy Recommendations
Trump’s Administration has proposed a new agenda to develop a US Infrastructure Stimulus Policy. This
involves both private and public sector to upheld a role in the investment of this policy of $1 trillion. As many
manufacturing industries are increasingly trending as capital intensive, this policy initiates “To launch our
national rebuilding, I will be asking the Congress to approve legislation that produces a $1 trillion investment
in the infrastructure of the United States – financed through both public and private capital – creating millions
of new jobs. […] This effort will be guided by two core principles: Buy American, and Hire American”
(President Trumps Administration). The proposal of this policy was announced early 2017.
Recently, Democrats, who currently hold a great majority of Congress, have been coherent in the decision to
further this policy soon. Many have agreed that this policy will be significant to the infrastructure of the US,
job opportunities, and more importantly global competitiveness through great economic growth. With this in
mind, this has caught the attention of many corporate industries, for they are the ones that would be a top leader
in the investment of this policy. Companies such as PWC has already thought to move forward incorporating
this policy since once implemented they would have to be in compliance. PWC and many other corporations
have further question "how new spending can impact industrial employment and productivity and accelerate
the adoption of advanced manufacturing technologies" (PWC)? Within Trumps' Policy Proposal, it is
explained in further detail The New Administration’s Policy Agenda.
As this policy comes close to being approved, it is the responsibility of the corporations to discover any
unforeseeable outcomes that may transpire. Such as, deepen inequality. Although Trump's policy might create
more job opportunities, one continuous issue that is still at large, equality amongst African Americans. We
still have to focus on the continuous issue of job development for African Americans and how initiating a
better middle and high school education experience will only benefit corporations in the future. During this
section, provided are a few recommendations that will assist the local government in establishing a regulation
that will reduce inequality employment and a better educational experience for high school students. Moreover,
for companies, Trump's policy will force new transitions throughout corporations, these policies below will
assist these corporations in the ability to make a much smoother transition which will benefit the company’s
success as well as improvements towards the success of minorities during this aggregate level of competitive
globalization and technology. These recommendations will provide suggestions on how these improvements
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will transcend amongst global borders, hopefully reducing people’s daily lives of living on less than a dollar a
day.
1) Local Governments need to regulate a minimum of local, diversified hiring for managerial positions
and/ or positions that results in upward movement, increase in salary, and longevity.
Currently, like the manufacturing industry, many other industries that have a high level of globalization, are
also capital intensive, meaning that these corporations do not need to rely solely on human assets to maintain
their structures. However, with this policy enacted this will bring valuable assets to the industry. For the
industry, it will bring innovation, countless development training for the staff, which could result in higher
quality service and an even greater gross output. At the same time, while benefiting the industry, for the people,
it will provide job opportunities for growth, and a reduction in MNCs labeling each city as "otherness". This
means that the identity of the state will be held to the people (democracy) and this will not only reduce
unemployment, but it will create a sustainable socio-economic structure for minorities, while possibly
disbarring a continuous cycle of oppression.
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
Once Trump policy is implemented, the issue of having low skill

Source: PWC

employers will become even more prominent. So, for any company,
especially the manufacturing industry, it is imperative to have
resolutions to this issue before escalates. Through maintaining a
minimum level of local, diversified talent in managerial positions, in
return, the company gains diversified solutions. Issues being resolved
from many angles and understanding what the target audience would
want and how to expand the target audience amongst all backgrounds.
In return, companies gain new shareholders who share the same
ethical cultural interest, as well as an expansion of products and services produced, increase in highly skilled
workers and improves the outcome of the US Infrastructure Stimulus Policy initially. Lastly, this allows for a
local diversified dynamic to be fulfilled and extend across the states.
HOW TO IMPLEMENT?
In Chicago, a new election for mayor is to be elected, it is vital for the city of Chicago, it elects a mayor that
will contribute to the blockage of oppression. Chicago needs to elect a mayor who is for education and sees
education as development for economic growth and human growth. This candidate must possess a strong
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interest in improving the city of Chicago through primary and secondary education, as well as higher wages
and development through job opportunities.
2) Corporations that avoid paying taxes, either through H1B-Vista, Business Income Tax, or any other
Tax exemptions, need to complete their corporate responsibility by complying to have a privatepublic partnership with Level 2 (explained below) high schools to establish a program (fully funded
by the corporation) that will help high school students be provided with professional training which
cannot be offered from their school.
Local Governments need to establish a regulation that restricts Corporations from escaping their Corporate
Social Responsibility. This regulation should state that, if a corporation within the jurisdiction legally avoided
paying taxes and the corporation didn’t provide a certain quota toward the investment of professional training
or higher education for graduating high school students, then they need to establish a relationship with some
border-line “Level 2” schools by incorporating a program for both honor students and non-honor students to
provide the necessary resources needed to train for positions such as managerial positions.
Chicago Board of Education states each CPS performance is identified by labeling each school at a “Level 1”
in good standing, “Level 2” provisional support, or "Level 3" Intensive Support which is also another way of
labeling it as Academic Probation. So to have a private partnership with level 2 schools will help prevent these
schools from falling to a Level 3 school and encourage Level 3 schools to aim to shift their methods to perform
at a Level 2. With the implementation of this policy and Policy 1, it will prepare the youth for a much brighter
future not only for themselves, but the local community, and society overall.
WHY SHOULD YOU CARE?
Each corporations' main concern is complete performance satisfaction. For many, a higher return on investment
is an indication of success for these companies. As mentioned earlier, World Bank argues, “Investments in
more able workers at any age generate higher returns than investments in less able workers, and ability is
formed at early ages” (World Bank). So, by incorporating this Public-Private Partnership (P3s), this will allow
corporations to have a greater advantage to ensure that professional skills are produced at a younger age. This
will be very cost-efficient in the long-run.
HOW TO IMPLEMENT?
Like Boeing, Boeing has implemented strategies toward engaging the youth in real-world case studies.
Nevertheless, we need to take advantage of their partnership with education partners, better known as expert
partners. This existing partnership best allows for Boeings existing R&D team to be used to see how to best
apply real-world case studies that would be tolerable for a high school student of average achievement to
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succeed. These real-world cases will teach students, leadership skills, quantitative skills, creativity, and stretch
their ability to formulate new ideas and/ or build on old ones. By graduation, these students will have a chance
at becoming more competitive globally and allow for local and transnational growth.
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